Media Mark Productions | Advertising, Design & Production

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY RATES
ECOMMERCE IMAGES ON PURE WHITE BACKGROUND (255, 255, 255)
1. We require a $150 minimum balance to book.
2. Rates are based on quantity; product type, product size and required specifications such as drop
shadows, clipping paths, etc. Once your image requirements are determined, we provide a final quote
based on below prices.
3. Rates are based on delivery of product to our studio in Boca Raton Florida. You can drop off or ship
product to us. We can receive full pallets of product.
4. We also offer product pick up & deliver at .60 cents per mile round trip from Boca Raton.

BASE RATES:
<10

products
10+ Products
20+
30+ Products

$28-$30 per image
$20-$25 per image
$15-$20 per image
$13-$15 per image

QUANTITY RATES:
50+
100+
300+

$7-$8 per image
$5-$6 per image
$3-$4 per image

We quote a fixed rate (from above) based on product size and type, flat vs. reflective, complex
products, high detail products, or drop shadow requirements.
Simple products come in at the lower rate vs. reflective, complex, high detail, and drop shadow
requirements, come in at the higher rate.

ALL IMAGES DELIVERED AS:
High Resolution JPG files: 5184x3456 at 300dpi and roughly 4/5MB file sizes.
Web Resolution JPG files: 1024x683 at 72dpi and roughly 150KB files sizes.
Custom sizing options are available. We can size your images to any specification.

CLIPPING PATH FILES

$1 per image - addition to above rates

High Resolution PNG files: 5184x3456 at 300dpi and roughly 4/5MB file sizes.
Web Resolution PNG files: 1024x683 at 72dpi and roughly 150KB files sizes.
(Clipping path is an image cutout with no background, which can be overlaid onto any other image or background)(Useful
for utilizing the same image with multiple backgrounds or placed with other images)
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY CONDITIONS & REQUIREMENTS
Product must be new or like-new condition, and image ready. Ready to shoot!
Product dusting and simple post-processing cleanup is included in above rates.
If a product requires more than basic preparation to make photo ready, we charge a $1 per product
processing fee to get it photo ready.
Packaged/wrapped products will be carefully unpacked and repacked in the same packing/wrapping as
delivered. Sealed items cannot be returned sealed, but we will tape all sealed items and return product
in similar packaged condition as received.
We are not responsible for product damage. By hiring our services as product photographer, you ‘the
client’ accept and waive any responsibility for damage to your product for any reason. However, if we
damage a product in our care, AT OUR SOLE DISCRETION we will replace the damaged item. We
hold ourselves to very high standards. Total satisfaction is our goal.
Custom product photography is available. We shoot any product style, background and other imaging
requirements.
Please call for custom quotes.
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